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1. The Expansion of Gambling 
Industries in Asian Countries



• Many Asian governments are showing 
signs of relaxing conservative rules on 
gambling

• To tap new streams of tourism income, 
tax revenue and fund infrastructure.

Liberalization of Gambling Industries
by Asian Governments



•Those US-based gambling corporations 
foresee a big expansion in Asian gambling 
capacity over the next few years

•They plan to expand or set up casino 
operations, put huge investment in these 
Asian countries

•Macau is considered a testing ground for the 
potential of Asia's casino market.

The Expansion of Gambling Industries
in Asian Countries



Las Vegas Sands Corp. will spend about
$2.75 billion to build a casino resort and 
finance the development of 3 hotels in Macau



2. Macau is a testing ground 
to most Asian countries



Increase Government Tax Revenue
In 2004 (in billion dollars)

•Gross public revenue: $19.59 MOP (US$2.49)
•Gross gaming industry revenue: $3.80 MOP (US$4.75)
•Gross  gaming tax revenue: $15.20 MOP (US$1.90)

Government benefits from gaming industry:
•Over 3/4 (77.7%) of the gross public revenue from it
•Government surplus $6.16 MOP (US$0.77) 

Source: Statistics and Census Service of Macau 2004

MACAU



MACAU
Rise of Tourists and Visitors

(in million)
2002 2003 2004 2007 (forecast)

11.53     11.88      16.67     30.00

•As the liberalization of Macau’s gambling 
monopoly, 3 companies awarded gambling 
licenses have pledged to invest 

•From 2003 to 2004, an increase of over 40% 
contributes the growth of GDP



MACAU
Employment
• Due to the relocation of labour-intensive 

industrial processing to neighbouring
China, Macau has lost a lot of jobs

• The new infrastructure of gaming and 
tourism are creating new employment 
opportunities.



New employment Opportunities:
The need for casino dealers

• In the next two years, 6,000 – 8,000 dealers 
will be needed

• Being a dealer is a high-paying job in Macau
• The starting monthly wage is $13,000 MOP 

to $15,000 MOP (US$1,625 - US$1,875) 
with tips

• The median starting wage in general is 
$5,680 MOP (US$710)  

MACAU



MACAU

Macau's casinos presently account for 80 % 
of economic activity

•Leading the revolution are American 
casino operators from Las Vegas 

•bringing a business model that places 
casinos within huge hotel and 
entertainment complexes 



MACAU

The casino expansion
•The construction of the so-called Cotai
strip on a huge reclamation

•When complete in 2009 will employ 
150,000 staff at its 30,000 hotel rooms 
and 1,000 gaming tables. 

Macau will become the “Las Vegas of Asia”
Air traffic expansion
•The number of cities accessible by air from 
Macau has been increasing 



South Korea
•South Korea is expected to liberalise its casino 
sector further to enhance its competitive 
positioning in light of the interest by U.S. 
gaming companies to enter Asia   

•In October 2004, new licenses are granted to 
two new operators, one in Seoul and the other 
in Busan

•The total number of casinos are 17

•The new casinos will bring in an additional 
US$150 million in annual revenues 



Singapore
•Singapore has lost competitiveness due 
to rising costs, and several thousand 
manufacturing jobs have been lost. 

•The old manufacturing jobs will not 
return with the opening of China and 
other low-cost countries. 

•Singapore plans to award licenses to 
build two casinos. It estimates that this 
will translate into roughly $3 billion in 
investment



•Thailand has a variety of gambling such as 
horse racing, lotteries and cock fighting.  But 
casino is currently still not legalized.

•Like Singapore, the Thai Government is in 
advanced stage of considering new laws to 
allow casinos to operate

•Since the tsunami, the economy is seriously 
affected. Casino gambling is believed to be 
accepted soon in order to attract more tourists 
to Thailand. 

Thailand



• Has proposed to build a casino but is 
rejected by the public

• All gambling is controlled by the Hong 
Kong Jockey Club (HKJC) which is a non-
profit organization and regarded as the 
most prestigious racing establishment in 
the world. 

• The HKJC operates horse racing, soccer 
betting and lottery facilities 

Hong KongHong Kong



3. Hong Kong’s Gambling 
Reform Proposal

Hong KongHong Kong



• Recently Gambling Taxation Reform is proposed

• The Gambling Taxation Reform aimed at giving 
the HKJC flexibility in setting dividends and 
betting products to boost revenue

• The provision of extending the number of racing 
days in summer

Hong KongHong Kong



Hong KongHong Kong

• The HKJC will be allowed to simulcast top 
international races held on non-racing days 

•The HKJC will guarantee HK$8 billion 
(US$1 billion) as revenue to the Hong Kong 
SAR Government 

•The reform will allow the HKJC  to offer 
more varieties of gambling in order to boost 
revenue

•It appeals to non-gamblers start gambling



Marketing Strategies of Hong Kong
Gambling Industry

•Promote gambling as charity contribution

•Develop new market segments – young 
people, female, and even family members

•Design new product lines – Miss Hong Kong 
betting, lottery of odd &even number betting

•Position gambling as family recreation 



Children are allowed to participate 
in horse racing with parents



Proposed New Ways of Betting -
To Bet Who Will Be The Hong 
Kong New Chief Executive, Who 
Will Be Miss Hong Kong ….



Horse-racing Carnival – Children 
and Family Members Are Welcome



The HKJC relies on its record as a nonprofit 
charitable benefactor as a major 
justification for its monopoly

•Lots of people assume all the profits go to 
charity and that's not true 

•Only 1–2% of its gross revenues are used 
as charitable funding    

Public Image of Public Image of 
Hong Kong Jockey ClubHong Kong Jockey Club



•Gambling is viewed as a relatively 
palatable form of revenue generation, 
compared to traditional tax increases

•Stimulation of tourism, and 
as a catalyst for tourism 
diversification

•Economic development

•Combat illegal gambling

Gambling Is Viewed As A Source Gambling Is Viewed As A Source 
of Income to the Societyof Income to the Society



• Local citizens do not have gambling 
problems

• Most gamblers come from the mainland 
China, Hong Kong and other Asian 
countries.

• It is difficult to render any treatment 
services when the service recipients are not 
local citizens or living in the districts

No Gambling Prevention & 
Treatment Services in Macau

They leave individuals to address the 
social problem of gambling because:



4. Does The Society Really 
Benefits By Opening Up Of 
Gambling Industry?



Does the Society Really Gain The 
Economic Benefits From The 
Gambling Industry ?

•Construction
•Employment
•Wages
•Government revenue
•Use of revenue to upgrade community
•Infrastructure upgrades



•Construction activity offers only short-
term (12-18 months) economic benefits 
including a brief increase in output, 
income, and employment in the country. 

•Once the construction is completed, those 
impacts disappear. 

Construction Is Very Short Term Construction Is Very Short Term 



•Unemployment rate of other industries 
will be high if the government focuses 
only on expanding gambling industry and 
tourism

• The choice of career or employment 
are in fact very limited

Employment Opportunities Only Limit Employment Opportunities Only Limit 
to Gambling Industry and Tourism to Gambling Industry and Tourism 



High Demand High Demand 
Gambling, tourism and retail industry

Low DemandLow Demand
Trading, production and manufacturing industry

Unemployment
22.3% in manufacturing
17.1% Construction
15.3% wholesale and retail trade
Source: Statistics and Census Service of Macau 2004

Employment Opportunities in Macau:Employment Opportunities in Macau:



To Open Up Gambling may not benefit 
the vulnerable groups

In Macau
19.2% no schooling
33.4% primary education
28.2% junior education

Total 80.8% of the unemployed are those with 
low education attainment or new-immigrant 
groups 



•The classical approach of problem 
gambling employs a medical perspective -
focuses on diagnosing and treating the 
"sick" individual

•Problem gambling is not only a private 
torment for the individual but is 
fundamentally a public health issue 

•It cannot be dealt with in isolation

Problem Gambling Is Not Only Problem Gambling Is Not Only 
Individual Torment, It is a Public Individual Torment, It is a Public 
Health IssueHealth Issue



• Stakeholders in the community are affected

• It affects families, friends, social groups and, 
by extension, the community in general

• Each problem gambler costs society 
US$8,681 to US$15,990 per year (Wisconsin, 
1996, Connecticut ,1997 of US study)

• In Hong Kong, each problem gambler costs 
US$16,140 per year (Zion Social Service, 2005)

All Stakeholders In the All Stakeholders In the 
Community Are AffectedCommunity Are Affected



•It is estimated that there is currently 
2.75% of problem and pathological 
gamblers in Hong Kong (i.e. 19,250 
people) 

•The total social cost of gambling per year 
could be as huge as US$310,695,000 
(about US$310 millions) 

Society is a big loser



5. Economic Benefits Vs Social 
Costs



A Changing Picture

•Since 1975, the proportion of adults who 
“never gambled” dropped from 1 in 3 to 1 
in 7.

•85% of US adults have gambled at least 
once in their lives, 65% in past year.

Source: National Council on Problem Gambling, Inc.



Economic and social costs
of Gambling

$1 economic revenue = $3 social cost
associated with casino gambling

The benefits of gambling come 
at the expenses of net loss for taxpayers 

Source: Economist Earl Grinols of the University of Illinois 



• 5-15% are frequent gamblers (twice per week or more) 
and 2-5% are problem and pathological (P&P) 
gamblers. They might be in the casino daily, for long 
periods of time, and at unusual hours. 

• Two-thirds to 80% of gambling revenues come from 
the 10% of those who gamble most heavily. 

• The increase of revenues of gambling industries means 
the increase of loss of gamblers.  

Profits of Gambling Industry 
Come from Problem Gamblers



Government decisions are usually taken 
without attention to:

•long-term balance of costs and benefits of 
the project for the total economy of the area, 
including non-gambling businesses ; the 
labour force; and charities;

•calculations of both gains and losses in 
government revenue, including lost revenues 
from non-gambling businesses;

Government Decisions Are OneGovernment Decisions Are One--sidedsided



• Gambling increases in volume, costs to 
society must increase

• Spouses who may also participate in illicit 
fund raising to deal with situations brought 
about by the gamblers

• Children are affected when a pathological 
gambler use a child’s tuition fees to gamble 

Debilitating Family Functions

Results:    Family breaks down    
Education is stifled. 



Increase School Dropout
• In 2004, 22% increase in school dropout rate
on the allure of casino dealer jobs in Macau

• Most dropout students are tertiary college or
university students

• They know that even though they graduate from 
universities, they cannot find such high-paying jobs

• The Macau Tourism and Casino Career Centre, 
subsidized by the Macau government, offers training 
to young people and charges no tuition fees

• Young people are guaranteed to have jobs after 
training



Other Social Impacts of Gambling

•Crime, drugs, prostitution
•Suicide
•Underage gambling
•Family violence and conflicts
•Confusion of moral and social values
•Insolvency & bankruptcy
•More social problems



6. Suggestions for balancing 
the impacts of gambling to 
the community



•Government is the largest stake-holder
•They need to play close attention to the 
possible adverse social impacts that arise 
from expanding gambling

•Government has a duty of care to citizens
•Pay attention to special populations (seniors, 
young people, racial & ethnic minorities)

Balance the Impact of Gambling 
to the Community



Policy makers :

•should analyze the  effects of the huge 
gambling industry 

•should make informed policy decisions 
based not only on tax revenues and 
perceived economic benefits but also on 
the dangerous effects of gambling

Balance the Impact of Gambling 
to the Community



• A multi-stakeholder health coalition 
forms in the community 

• Community leaders, health professions, 
politicians, researchers and educators 
should be involved 

•To monitor, examine and mitigate the 
impacts of problem gambling

•To provide information and advices to 
the government

Balance the Impact of Gambling 
to the Community



•Problem gambling research focusing on the 
entire continuum of gambling behaviour
should be conducted regularly

•Through updating research data to achieve a 
broader understanding of gambling in the 
population

•Government policies related to gambling are 
thus examined

Balance the Impact of Gambling 
to the Community



•To address the problems of gambling, 
government usually struggle with 
budget shortfalls.  

•Additional taxes levied to the gambling 
industry for prevention and treatment is 
an option

•To promote a healthy community – say 
no to gambling 

Balance the Impact of Gambling
to the Community



The EndThe End
Thank you!
Any comment, please 
contact
Info@zss.org.hk


